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Nationalism

A Conceptual

Framework
·-·
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The 'ideal' of nationalism emerged in the last
quarter of the 18th century Europe and turned to be a
'movement' which covered the remAining p.:trts of Euro9e.
Nationalism could not remain confined only to Europe rather•
it turned to be a force behind the resurcJence of the l'Ibvement of
nationalism in Afro-Asian countries.

The ideal and the move-

ment of nationalism embraced the whole of the world by the
mirlrlle of the twentieth century.
It hAs certain broad general characteristics,
and it comes as a high level of social, political, cultural
and not the least, economic i11teqration..

Historic-al background

of the emergence 9 the qrowth of the concept in Europe and its
comparison with the non-western model, with the help of
philosophic, _sociological and political aooroaches, to a
greater extent, help the understanding of nationalism both as
an

'

irleal t

ancI t movemen t I•
Th~

growth of the ideal during different

~hases

hi'!s undergone chrth()es, reflecting different connotations, namely,

'E.nlightaners', and 'Romantics', 'Radicals' and 'Traditionalists',
'Populists' and • Anti-Colonialists~

However, even then, it is

revealed that the purpose this.ideal served,remains more or less
the same.

1\s an ideal,it came as ideological commitment for

'independence', 'Unity' and 'Welfare' of the people.
The concept reveals structural variations and its
history shows several transformations, the possession of similar
elements and exercise of similar potentialities and skills required
( 1)

similar attributes.

One sort of uniformity is visillle in its

formation as well as in its growth making it a universal phenomenon.
The

~ga

of nationalism represents the first period

history with soma conunon characteristics.

Its

s,ojo~rn

o(

started from

France through the Revolution in 1789 and c9vered the world by midtwen .tieth century.

One of the chief

charact~ristics

of nationalism·

is its universality as it represents!to a greater extent, the first
phase of universal

h~storye

We are 'identified first and fore-mo.st.

by our nation and in moments. of crisis we swell into fervent de'Vo( 2)

tion and passionate obedience to the call of duty.'
Like all historical

movement~nationalism

has been

. supported by political, intellectual and economic development of
the period, and is closely rel.ated to the objective conditions of
the period.

This has been, and still is, the story of the nationa-

list movement.

It is equally regulated by the subjective and

objectiv,e factors.

The two significant elements, disintegration

of older form of social and communal life

and the emergence of

analysis.

'

A. D. Smith 0 a; sociologist., prescribes 'poly-centric'

and 'fatihno-centric' formula of classification, regarded as
. (7)

the

most useful by si<]hts of Smith's distinction'.

~one

of

· Psycholo-

gists emphasing 'group mind' have projected two major forms :
'conscious nationalism'; 'sub-conscious- nationalism' or 'unconscious- nationalism•o
classifications.

Economists took colonial or imperial

L. L. Snyder has classified it on zonal basis

linking it to different political ideologies : Europe - fissiparous nationalism; J\.frica - black nationalism; Latin America populist nationalism ; the

U.s.s.R.

U.s. A.

- t»el ting-pot nationalism; the

-messianic nationalism.

HOwever, without justifying

the validity of his own classification, L. L. Snyder admits that
'geographical configura·d..ons of now nationalism are presented
( 8)
merely as a convenient framaw6rk for study.'
Nationalism and nations form the recognised found·ation of the present-day international

soci(~ty

and organisations.

However, the regional military alliances have come over the zonal
economic org ani sat ions. :

Sub-nationalism, nationalism, regiona-

lism and internationalism have emerged throughout the world as
contemporary forces to be reckoned with.

The growth of the

'world economy' is the result of interalependance of ·nations.
1-bwever, nationalism comes as an important force
both inside and outside th,e state.
remains as cement

that holds

The 'ida a of

togeth~r

natiori_al~ism;

the state : even though it
. (9)
is increasingly clear that the cement is mainly sand'.
These
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The poli tico-economit;

expressions reveal one side of the picture.

socio-cultural conditions and social consciousn·ess of the period
gave birth to the nation, and thereby the idea of nationalism.
The idE!a of n.1tionalism has been the concern of
almost all the branches of social sciencs.

The rise of the modern

state, the emergence of the national communi ties,· and of nationa-

I

I

:I
-I

list ideas, ideologies and sentiments along·-wi th 'th-e emergence of
new strata such as bureaucrats, bourgeoisie, and intelligentsia did
not allow any branch of social science to afford to ignore thi.s
development.

Since it has be·an the concern of philosophers, histo-

rians, socialogi sts, political scientists political leaders and
many ot.hers, it would be desirable to apply an inter-disciplin·ary
account to the study of the concept of nationalism.
l\.

Philosophical

Analysis!

In philosophical analysis of

nationalism~emphasis

is

given on cultural aspects, such as, language, customs, traditions,
education and moralityo

Psychological factors, such as, race.,

!
I

history, national consciousness, national character,
min~ce

in the rec

koni~g,

~lso

get pro-

All these traits form the basis of

philosophical interpretation of nationalism.

'
The analysis of nationalism, on the basis of religion,
morality, sentimentality and consciousness, supports the belief that
nation is the natural unit of the society which .is 'inherent• and

II.

II
I

I
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makes it an organic concept.,_.

the many supporters of this

view the names of ROtisseau, l-arder Hegel and t.ichte are important.
In this view, the basis i·s man who idontifies himself through his
relation to his ancestors in terms of
moral background.

It

fu~thers

re~igious,

psychological and

the notion that each nation is

· different frorr. tha other and has its independent personality expressed through its character, virtue, destiny and mission.

These.·

features have been explained by Mazzini, Rousseau, Burke, Jefferson
and 1-erdere

'Nationalism'in the broadestsense referred to the

attitude which ascribes to national individuality a high place in
(.10)

~nation

the heirarchy of values.•

has consciousness, a

living personality - means the nation goes through process of
self-realisation and self-discovery.

A

national awakening invol-

ves education and . propaganda,· restores sub merged identity and
fragmented solidarity.

This is reflected in hatred and friend-

ship with other cou!1tr:i.es based on the belief of the superiority·
of race

~nd

bloodo

ideologies and

National sentiment is expressed through

prog~ammesfor

the devotion of the people to their

nation and advocacy" of its _interests and aspirations.
sentiment transmits

consciousness~
c

(

11}

ties in ona form or the ·other'.

'National

attitudes, aspiration, loyal-.
Apart from being regarded as

• sentiment• - 'consci-ousness; nationalism comes essentially as
'

'spiritual' and moral idea.

This further inculcates among the

people of feeling which is also known as 'patriotism• based on the
firm conviction that the best country in the world is one in which
( 12)

• you have happened to be born. •

.I
I
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Psychological overtones have been the partners of
old and new nationalism~

'Psychological motivations, always at

.;,., work in the older nationalism, have been carried into modern
.
( 13)
nationalism in ·an, intensified form.
Even to-day, symbols conducive to the strengthening of the hold of uni.ty such as the
'battle-field',

place~

of birth of national heroes, places of

pilgrimage, the ri,.rars and rrountains, the territorial bond play
important role in·the creation of national sentiments.

'No single

theme occurs constantly in national anthems, songs, legends, and
symbolism than the reference to

particu~~virtuas,

beauty and

excellence of the lands arid waters with which each nation has been
( 14)

happily endowed'.
The emotional attachment is also refle·cted through
language.

Though .the 'Dible' preached in one language and regarded

other langu21ges

'm.~n-'made',

the growth of vernacular everywhere be-

came responsible for tt1e formation of modern nations.

Luther's

tvanslation of the Bible into German, Webster's attempt in the
U.S.~. to 'make English American,

and partition of Pakistan into

'Bangladesh' are the glari~g exanples.

iThere are no better

means for polishing and giving porfection to a language 1 than for
\ 15)
youth to he trained in the 9:r•mar of their own tongue.
that
So, the view,/ nationality receives its impress, its

character,' its

iridividu~lity

from cultural and historical forces,

became the concern of many eminent
rr~nowrnoo

c. J. P.aye s , who

scholc:~rs..

One such scholar is

holds:'r YDJUld define

nationality

-46as a cultural group of people who speak a common language or
closely related diale·cts and who possess a community of historical
. { 16)
traditions'
fok"•t~ the basis of cultural nationalism. To him.,
• nationalism is the fusion o·f patriotism with a conscio,Jsness of
{ 17)
nationality'.
This definition attachesasecondary role to political, &!conomic and geographical factors.

Citing the example of
.

.

Jewish or Israeli natio~ality without political nationality,he heldthat
cultural nationalism might exist without political nationality.
{ 18)
.
.
According to Kohn,
three essential traits of nattonalism
originated with the view , 'The idea of chosen people •, 'the conscc:i
-ousnoss of national history' and 'national messianism led to· the
origin o'f nationalism in case of Isr()el, do not stand the test of
logical analysis, because nationalism emerged at a parti_cular stage
of

~uman

development after the collapse of fudalism.

Smith later
-·-

on removed this discrepancy,by distinguishtng 'Ethnocentric'
( 19)
nationalism from 'poly-centric' nationalism.
Until 'people are
conscious of nationality and make it the prime ob)iect of their
(20)

patriotism they. do not produce cultural nationalism'.
Burke, Kant and Hegel endorsed this view.
I

I

claimed the idea of folkloristic and

Mazzini,

1-bwever, Herder pro-

philo~~cal

. .

.

.

background respon-

(21)

sible for the division of the world on the basis of language,
making the concept potentilllly revolutionary.
Fichte' s notion of the • volk • and his concept of
'national self-realisation' through political struggle and the
contention that the tindividual will' must be absorbed in the

-47-

organic

state·~ ~~tlong

with . Hegel's views of organic state and glori-

ficatlon·of war,made Bis~ark, and later on,Hitler, the product of
this brand of nationalism.

a
WithinJn at ion, the fascist doctrine holds that the
elite is superior to the rest, and may impose its will upon them
by foreo.

Similarly, among nBtions elite-nl$tion is superior to
(22).

others and is entitla·d to rule therri.

Thus it turned to be a very

dangerous doctrine having· no regard for other nations and indivi•
By so·ciety, they meant 'nation' and a

duals within the state.

nation, they explainw is based on persistent biological similarities in terms of language, customs and

religion~

differentiate the

whole qroup from other national groups,. and define the direction
.
'(23)
and limit of its development.
There is enough value in thet concept of '-cultural
nationalism' since both cultural and psychological factors have
been assigned ·greater proportion explaining one important aspect
of nationalism.

HowGver,

~1en

we analyse 'national culture' it

is as elusive as 'national character'.

Furthermore, 'National

character' and 'nattonal consciousness' are explained in terms of
• '

' (24)

'power', 'prestige' and domination.

B. Sociological lnterpretation of Nationalism:
To claim :th<tt cultural and psychological factors
played an important role in the formation of nations and in
advan'cing the ideas of nationalism, is .justified. what is not is

.. ·

· ..

.·

: .
. .

:
'
1
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't.he denial of ·in~r.easing role -of social, economi.c and politic'al
·factors in the· ·formation·. of· nationalb;m.
.

.

.

· Scholarly .intere·st in the· study- of nat"ionalism has·.·
. recentty become the majo-r concern of the hlstori~ns, and the
.

.

· so·cio··log-is~·s •. ·.It -is only in the· i960' .s that mainstream sociolo. ··gists hav~ discovered the sigilificari·c:e of. the .'study as a subject .
.
.
.
. . . .. .
. (25)
in itself, and a.s a test·.ing... Q·round for current sociological .theory.'
'Earli~r ·social scienti'st$. were more concerned in 'ethical',

;

1

..

· 'philosophical'. and 'hist~r~cal' approaches and ~-spent more time
· on· the thinkers like J .• S• 'Mill, Ran an, Acton and their contribu- ·

.·

lion~·

· Only· after the F1rst World Wat·;

more neutral and deta-

,,

'

·chad. attit-ude came With the histori-ans like· Hayes, Kohn, elder
,,

Seton-Watson, ~lfr-ed Cobbon., Louis SnY.der who depended on . socio·..·

.

(25)

logical factors in their· asses·smente

.

I

.

'

· But it. was .Emers.on, Pye~

and Haipern who included the study of Third World nations making
"The burgeoning of the interdisciplinary

the study exclusive.

in nationalism indicates the Key position of the field and
.. ·.

..

,.'

(27)

phenomenon •

!
. i'

According to Smith,

0

t:t1enation is a large, verti~ i
I
I

call y' integrated, and terri tori ally mobile group featuring. common·.·

II

•I

. I'

citizenship, rights· and cti;llective sentiments together with one
.·.·. {or ribre)

charact~ristiGs

that of similar

~roups

which differentiate its members from

with whom they stand in relation of

. (28)

·-ces or conflict.'

al~ian,

.

In

I

thi~

definition emphasis,has been laid

.

'

over ethnic, political· and psychological factors whicb, in general,
form the features of nationalism.

...;49·~·s

the concept·. of n~i'ion has att:ract.ed. everyone in

. I

I
I
I

a 'd'i f fetent way, also sometimes in.

a way which is not
.

.

differen~'

.

the literature on ·the subJe.ct helps to take into accourit both
·. ··: • ethnocentric'· and 'poly- e:e·ntric' fa'ct6r:s in order to. have the
. ·.:

proper as·sessment· of the concept.

vari.ant

..

·J,n

The moral ·o( the tale ls that n.:ttion is· only one
.

.

.

defy orderly· ari·alysis .•

· .and the combination of those' eleinent:s
.

.

a social pattern, and has ·certain distinctive elem-ents·.

.

.

·However·, the elements

.

w~iich

.

'

insistently

. I

ate territory,

r~cur,

l·anguaga, a· conmon hi-storical tradition;inte.r-connec:tion between
the st:ata and the

hatio~9 lThe

.

sociolo.g:i·sts insist that the

.

.

diff~rence between the· state and ·nation be maintained.

Smith

a·ssert's "I argue here for ·an 'ethnieist' de.finition of nation

....

the mcdnpoint must be ret·ained .__ the conceptual distinction
. . . ( 30)

between the 'state • and 'nat1.on •.

'\ new app·ro~ch, out of . · · 'man • s propensity to
organise into groups·' and
m~nt

:r·:: adiness

to Y«>rk together for achieve-

of common purposes, ha·s been regarded .as the essential
-

behavioural ·pattern .of modern national sodlety.

.

The nation

survives on a variety of factors and among them it is the develoP. .
( 31)
.
ment which unites them. .. Human resources are mobilised. for
collective accomplishment and the nation stimulates productivity
and generates enthusiasme

It advances the· integration as territo-

rial int·egration, value•integration, elite - mass integration, so ·
that justice, equity and economic development

ate achieved.

I

. I

I

I

I

i

·so,

.

-

.

.

.the force of natioriallsm bri,ngs toget-her cult~

rally arid -soc.iallf dis:creet groups .into a· sihgl:e . t.erritori.al ·unit·
. ,.:to· .a·ccoJll'lish eertain ·o,bje:ctiv·es
· · .ment..

of

unlty ,. int:~gttty, and. develo~

,I

I

Nationalism--is ·also. a 'movement•; with di=stlnct concerns for·

'
'

:i:dentlt:Yt purity; reqeherat.ion., self•em-anicip.ation.:and.vision. of

· future•

To a _sociologist,' nationalism ·has been, and still isJ a
.!
I

movement •.. Earlier, the movement ·was launched by enlighteners,
•romantics, radicalists, liberais and -even now .it is launched for one
.

.

or the other objectives in the shape ·o-f 'populism', 'nativism' and

'
I

·.the ideologies of world. salvation, like socialism or communism, but
· .. as movement the most ·import ant and ·enduring of the m6re limited
.·
.
.
. .
.--· . ( 32)
· modern ideology is nationalism.
Nationalism i-s reg-arded as ~ve-ment of various classes and groups to 'remove political, soc.ial and
economic obstacle-s to ·accomplish economic political and social
development.

The analysis

the soc'iologists.

6f nationaiism is the. contribution of

• By firmly embracing .the hational'ist rrovement as.

the unit of anal ysis·•, wri te·s Smith,
( 33)
.
.
this directi6h.'
·
·

'we

have taken_ the·: first step· in

.·
·

.

The so·cioloa,ists, taking into account the nation as

a

i

'social ·group' arid· 'movement' as the· expression of nationalism have
also attempted two competing theories, one, which views nationalism
..

as a process of

suc~ess-ive

integration of social groups and; the

·other, which views nationalism as a pro2ess of conflicting .relations
a~ng

social groups. A.s systematic comparative analysis of the two·
. . ' . . . .
. .
.
. ( 34).
srows that their synthesis can generat-e a more· powerful t.heory.
The inteqration theory offers the most plausible

. 'I

i~.:.

..' .

.J .

;-,''

I
I

I
'I

'

..
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e-xplanation· of the process by which

~roups.

are constituted. Here-

a·gain, two· different theories operate within the theory of inte. gration namely theory of social communication; and the erosion 9f
·primordial loyalties.
each other.

Both of these theories are· complimentary to

Integr.ation

i~

the process of bringing together

cultural;ly and socially discreet grou·ps into a: single territorial
··unit with the aim of establis-hing national identity within the

Deutsch ~xplains social communication a_s the pre-.
.

requi.site. for g_roup integration.

.

.

.

The degree to which conrnunication

is hindered de·pends ·upon the balance. between the rate of 'as simi- ·
1 at ion' and the rate of 'mobilisation • which is chanelled through

I

I
. I

technological innovation, the expansion of mass-media., the shift'
:

-

..

-

.

.

-

to non- agricultura.l occup·ation, urbanisation, industriali'sation,
transportation, language· and trade.
sur~~d

'

The assimilation can be mea-

. r

by the. proportion of individuals in im area wit-h languages

and historical tradi"tion·s ·different from tho.sa of ·the majority.
.

oa·pending upon the rate of mobil is at ion or assimil at ion factors, modernisation either facilitates or retards the level
of communication through which a people becomes a nationality·
transforming into

a
I

natioO.:.state.
.

.

Elsenstadt, Smel-ser and Silvort

.

belong to this group supporting erosion of prinordial loyalty
theory of nationalism•

To other,' nationalism is being conrlitioned ·

by the process of modernisation and the related process of structural differentiation.

Modernisation brings ·about structural

I
I

, dlffarenti at ion dislo~iiig -the people from performing their tradi..o

linking

natiori~lism gro\~rs

Consequently,

t ional rol~s.

tr~ditionalmodas

1 ity assig_ning new roles.

for the purpose

of

of social organisation with the nat:tona- . ·
Thus the. erosion of. pririlordial loyalty

·adds to the process of integration.
Conflict Theory.
In·'····

contrast to 'intagration' ba·ckgro\md, the.
·.

.

.

.

'conflict' in the conte-xt of. nationai.ism explain·s that 'competit.ion'
among ·groups ·gives rise to the demand .for the control· of the distri
-butive .systems.

It is _applicabl~ in the p~uraiist model of

.society which take groups to· be mutua'ily exclusive.

Inequality is

inhera.nt in all the systems which is· ·increased by the level of
modernisation leading to.high level conflict among
·-groups•

dif~erent

This !earls to group identification intansifylng and

developing group integration~

The effort starts for the control

of. distributive system ahd when this process takes place
tal

ll~vel,

at socie-

nationalism is generat_ed.
Three theories of nationalism may be .identified

under this category, such as _economic theory, social tlass:;theory
and ethnic theoryo

Economic theory explains that there is inherent

class slant to thei economic interest in pursuing nationalism.

The .

movement against foreign capital at· the hand of n·ational monopolies
·always wants to control resources and jobs.

The social ·class Which

controls the distributive'' system rules and country resulting into
growth of inequality and co11flict.

Bretter and Johnson, apart from

-53many others, support this theory.•
Social Class Confliet Theory:
Manypropounders of the theory)attempt to reconcile
Marxist analysis. with the concept of nationalism,.
.-lism results from a set of

dem~nds

To them,nationa
soci~l

advanced by these

classes which have unequal access to the resources..

The origins

of the conflict· may be ei.ther of internal or external charact-er but
the conflict remains as constant.

The amerganca of an. urban

bourgeoisie and intellectual class, the product of the trodernisation, develop such interests which are opposed to the elite controlling the distribut-ive system.
also visible between local

On the other front,the conflict is

intelligent~ia

and native aristocracy.

Yet all these conflicts, maintained in different contexts, generate
the d()mand for the control of the distributive system.

Modernisation erodes 'primordial loyalties' permitt.ing. identification to .be based upon larger regions of linquistic
and e.thno-cultural similarities.

On the otherhand, it also creates

cleavaqe of interests batween or among ethnic groups in acquiring
access to poli tic:al . and economic resources.,

If their expe ct.ation

ls frustrated they turn antagonistic. The more extensive. the
greater tfie
demandJthe 1
chances of integration increase for achieving an
autonomous political identity.

__ j

'1.

'.

-~s.-:·

However, i.t :can· ·not be assumed
h:ava

be~n

that sociologists

able to provide :with ·a complete ·theory of· nationalism•

igndre

Even then, one cannot

their contribution

to

. I

iI
I

the·inclusion

Of 'groiJp' ·and 'movement' as untts of analysis •. ·Furthermore,_ ~heir

I

!

I

·introducti"on of 'integration theory' 'confli'ct theory' and in much
more improved

form the theory of 'synthesis. has su·rely enhanced
.

.

'

and enriched the study on··nationalism.
.

.

.

.

It has further helped us· in
.

depending less on ·philcl'Soph-ical and psychological.overtones by. ·
. shifting the emphasis ov!a·r· to. socioiogical. factors· •. ·· the studies
i

made on third world nati~ns, by them··,. hav'a also e:rihanced. the scope'

·.of

better 'und~r·standing of the concept.

In the ·are·a of suggesting ·

typology ·of nationalism Smith's contribution is praiseworthy·•

His

-definition of nationalism as an ideological movement; for the
attainment and

maintenan~e-

behalf of ~ group, some

.

o£1 whose. members
. '

.

.

.

of ·self..:.governmen't ahd. independence on
.

conceive it to constitute

an actual or potential n·ation like others.

(35) .

..

.

deser.ves ·mention.

He.rein Smith· 'includes both subjective and objective bias which .· "
..

( 36)

theorists of ·nationalism have: supported one rejecting the other/
However, sociological and psychological approaches
have bee.n criticised by Kobn who holds 'nationalism as a group
con·sciousness is therefore a 'psycholoqical and sociological f(~l
but any psychological
and -sociological expl an at ion is insufficient~
I.
To him nationalities are the product ·of the historical development·
of tho nocioty and 'it is by only ro·tent · history_that m~r'!_ch~sc~ql!n
to regard n_ationality as the centre o:f his p_olitical and cultural
( 38')

activity and life.'

.•

I

-56c .... His·torical. Ana.l ysis of Nationalism:·

.The nation-state, as. we know it today, is essentially

\b•.

the product of/modern era, It·s earliest development may be traced
I'
·in Europe from 16th - 17th century onwards. Subsequently, it· has
been spreading ovar to five continents of the v.orld especi.ally from
.

. .·

..

( 30}

the late 18th century ... both gradually and quickly.

.

Before

that there was no nation in the roodern sense of the term because
nationalism was not something original or natural to man like
family or .physiqua, however, today it is the strongest ioyal ty of
.
.
.
( 40)
.
. .
.
. .
·human being throughout the world.
· Nation is a historical
·phenomenon which has been always determined. bj the political ideas
anrl social str1.1cture.

Here, 'only a study of the historical growth

and a comparative analysis, oJ its different forins can make us aware
.
. .
~ ( 4tl)
..
.
of its perils and promisa:s
Histo.rical studies also rave al. th"itt.
throughout most· of the recorded history whenever civilization
adwanced from 5CX:O BC to 1700

1\D~

there was tribal

nati.o~alis~~42 )

Tribalism had a kind of nationalism as each tribe had distin:ct
.

.

language/dialect~

peculiar pattern of social organis.ation, culture

and religious customs and traditions.

The roots are traced in

Hellas ar•d Jews arid. have marched forward through Roman traditions.
to the 'Renaissance' arid 'Re·rormation'.

Three essential traits,

.. 1

I
I

the· ide as of chosen people, the consciousnes;s of national hlstory
and. the nationalism .massianism' were found i.n the history of the
( 43)
J ews.

··

.'

I'
. I
I

I

I
I

!he

advancement and diffusion of agriculture and .

I

industry and primitive nationalism under tribalism undenient sea
· ehange in the empire of Assyria, Babylonia, Persia and India to.
nama a few.
. and

~d

hereagairi 'there. v;as. conflict &etween· n:ationalisin

1nt~rn ationalis~~ 4 ) T~e·

f acto.rs which were miii tary, religious,

1 inquistic and economic. wer·e ·responsible. for the qtJ.ali t ative chan-

ges.

Military conquest of various tribes converted the structure

alongwi th religion which brought so many· tribes together.
linguistic and literary factors also brought
So writes Hayes

'Let

for~,ard

The

consolidation.

me re.peat, common language,· common historical

background when these by some process of education become the object
.
.
( 45)
of popular emotional parttiotism• the result is. nationalism. The
concept of .'nationality' was born out· o'f fusion of. tribes into
empire.

.

.

.

'

Hayes rel£)ards 'nationality as a cultural· group of people

whO speak a common language or closely related dialects·• and who
'possess a colllnunity of historical traditions, religio'us, territo~
rial,
.

politice~lt

(46J

tlladitlons'.

military, economic, artistic and ii'ltellectual
.

.

Thu·s ,lwithin a political structur·e of empire we

may expect to find mt1tu·ally homogeneous societies with

sep~rate.

traditions and folk culture in add'- tion to an ethnically hetorege- ·
nous mediating elite with a dynamic national,' civilization or high
.

(47)

culture.

Furth~r,tha

growth.of the political institutions such

as feudal courts of ·the king composed of his principal vassals; the
assembly consisting of weal thy persons often ca.lled the commt.mi ty
of the ~a alm., · were able to bridge 1 ocal pr0•11incial .:lnd SOCial

barriers producj.ng common sentiment and public opinion helping the.

. I

'
l

-58formation of nationality. The other most important. factor, the
rise. of modern mili t.arism which tht~ough conque·sts lad to· the . birth·
When e.xamined the :history of European sys:tem
r.
..
( 48)
appears largely to be a military one.
Thus 'one of the most

of large nations.

important factors which fostered ·the rise of modern nationalism
. ·.. . . . .

. (49)

·was. militarism.'
Renaissance and Reformation:
'I

I
I

Towarrls the end of the Middle Ag-es, natiori-States
began to take ·shape and this transition was formed by two great
. movements; Renaissari'ce and Reformation~

Both were passionate search

into the past and fervent hope for the future, ·the first conscious
(50)

. emphasis on 'cultural Ofltionalism' emerged.

I

The concept of

'i'ndividualism' and • secularism' appeared on the scene.

These

moveme.nts opened the possibilities which were achieved' in the 18th
'

century.

One thing is clear, Reformation encouraged the growth

and use of vernacular in which the Bible was translated leading to
the growth of national church.
Equally _important was the national economic policy...·

·-

• 'I

.

II
I

of mercantalism which literally broke the feudal order and mac:le the

'

state an economic unit by asserting its .undiv_ided authority in t·he
matters
.

C)f

trade and l.l'Xt·etn~lly it sought to proll'Ote wealth and·
. (51)

therefore the power of the st?te.

.

.

Lutherianism found its chief

support arnonq the princes and nobility, calvinism among .the trading
middle class, the ·urban artisc1ns and intelligentsia in line with
the sooial structure of Geneva and Zuricho

It is well shaped in

'

....!.1

I

I

I

I

. i

-'59~

· t.he construction

of

1-bgh ~ton· Watson 'arguments as to whether

· eapitalism bred the Reformation or the Reformat.ion Capitalism, may
be left· to those who specialise· in determining the priority of hens
. . . . ( ~2)
· and eggs.
Th~

modern nation·alism has been, thus,an extrao.rdinary

.. complex of economic• political, social and

intelle.~_tual

de'l.lelopment. -

The invention of printing· press, rise of national vernacular.

.'
'
i

'

The

revolution·ary gro_wth of capitalism and the 'middle class', the role
~

of

m:~narchy

'i

in suppresing ;re'udallsm, secularising and consolidating

their ·realm on national basis; the establishment of national Chur-

'I

,·
·.

''

'

ches, the incre.asing competition of one people with another changed
' .
(53)
·the emphasis from mankind to nati.ort.
The m;,dern history of
.,'
'

I

-'

'

The doctrine of nationalism dates back to the age of the
French Revolution.

During the period, there were two groups of

nations in Europ~ 'old' and 'new'.

The fol'lmer consisted of those

I

nations which had acquired ·political shape, national consciousness
~~

and political awareness..

: and political unity.

Among these· nations thsre existed cul-tural

France and England are the best examples of

the period, as both of them were ruled by the
i

mon~rchs

and the

.!
I

'

!

____I
\

noblemen spoke the.same language, paid obedience to the sovereign
who signified the community as a whole and· stood for Frrmce. or
england.

The emergence of. state ffi·arched ahead with the nation
. .

(55)

resulting into nation-st·ate.
Nations have arisen from the ashes of

e~ires.

There

were three empires : Habsburg; the Russian and the Ottoman empire
out of which, under liberal current, Greeks and Slavs launched
movement against Ottoman empire, the oppressed Latin Americans
~gainst

Sp·ain, in·surrection of 1830 in France, Belgium Germany

and Italy, more wide spread insurrections of 1848 in France, Italy,
Switzerland, Bohe'll'iia, li.Jntjary and Ireiand, the policy uprising

of

1831 and 1863; the Cremian War of 1854-60; 1866 and 1810; the wars
of German unification in 1848-49,

1864~

1866 ahd 1870.71; the

B4lkan war of 1877-78 and the mighty struggle of 1861--65 in the
united states for the preservation of national union and emanci( 56)
pation of the enslaved race.
Thus the whole of Europe· was engulfed under the
nationalist movements.

There was wide spread migration from

country to- town, from farm to factory, brEtaking the traditional
localism, associated with the gr~:)'wth of nlitional army and national
education.

The ideas like the •survival of the fittest', 're~
i

blooded men', struggle for existtence' replaced 'romanticism'.
Mostly, nation.alism flourished in industrialised countries; their
national production', 'national wealth' and the 'national resources' produced and handled by big business and -industries ultiI
. I
I

I

. I
I

).

mately turned to imp·eri~lism.

Nationalism grew less and less
. .
. (57)
liberal and more and more militarist, iinperialist and intolerant.
I
•

I

The statesmen, the busi.ness'men, the intellectuals
Fortified by effective agencies of propaganda, pr·epared for the v.urld
war.

However, the outcome was the Right to self-determination.

taking the advantage of the
economic distress, both demagogues . and·
!
'

dic·tators captured the wprld seance which led to

the

second warld

war.
Though

Afro~ Asian

countries are not: . new, their

nationalism came £rorn European concepts, and gathered momentum part-1.: cularly after the Second World War.

Here again,

ted in cities and were ·l~d by the elites.

the movements st.ar;.,;

Three factors : 'dissa--

-tisfaction with the proc~ss of Westernisation, a growing belief in
communism as liberatinq force; and a rising national ism intensified
by resentment of European domination surfaced.
v at ions imperialism· was
if the Question is
. .

.

•

.

.

~he

aska·d~who

most

domin~~~~'

tn all

these· m:>ti-

i\moi'lg the participants,

were nationalists?·

the answer is,they

(59)

were lntellectuals.
D. Marxist Analysis of Na1tionalism:

!
·I

I

Nationalism expresses itself in the most varied and
opposite ideologie~ and has been expressed by 'cl~ss' appro~ch~
The very processes of formation of nation, the growth
~

.

.

of 'national liberation' lilO\Iemtint and· the rise of the nation- stnte
~.avo been explained as

a

result of 'bha ·growth of social production.

.,

This growth in production, strengthened the economic link between
the people, increased density of population leadihg them to unite
into bro.ader social communities under the nas.celit c·apitalist sys•
tern, elintinatinc;J feudal disunity by politic.al unification of territories,· the consolidation of economic links between vario·us parts
of the country and the merger . of the Local markets into. a national
( 60) .
market.
1\ll these provided the bas.is for the development of
'common language', 'psychological make-up', and also certain traits
of ~national character', manifested in the species of nation • s
culture.

In the words of Engels 'since the 19nd of the middle Age,

history has been working ·towards the formati,on of large national
states in Europe, with the development of Commerce, agriculture,
industry and thereby the social might of the bourgeoisie, national
feelings rose everywhere and partitioned as well as oppressed
nations demanded unity and

indapend~gJ!•

Discussing the class- struggleasqui te prominent under
the nation, Lenin held 'for a free and broad grouping of the population in all its varied classes became quite prominent as the
division of the society into classes which was earlier obscured
became exposed due to the connection between class division and
.
( 6~)
economic relations.
To them, the formation of the nations whethrr
,

in western Europe, or North America or anywhere in the world,is

\

I

closely connected with the growth of the capitalist relations and
not the ethnicity 'when a bourgeois nation turns into a socialist

~·-

- ·- - - - - - - -

-64-~acialism

and nationalism have different origins and to Marxists,

'lations arise out of social process while races out of natural
processes.

From raciai ,poirlt of view, one nation comprising of a

particular race· is superior to others and that .superiority is justi-!i~d in terms .of' colonialism',

• agqressive wars', and extermina-.

tion of people from one country to another.

nut anthropology'

hi·story and other. social sdiences oyerturn the unscienti fie concep-

t.ion_, since. inequality is the product of history and not that of

nature.

Erec·t postures, the struct,Jre of sketliton, size of brains,

arms and other biological characteristics are conunon to all races.
.
( 68)
this· suggests • they united and not disunite mankind' •

"J ational. Question:

Both Marx and E!ngels reject the bourgeois approach
based on such abstract pl;'inciples as 'morality', 'freedom' • justice',
~nd

discuss it from purely historical b~ckground in terms of the
.
( 69)
.
.
proletarian revolutionary struggle.
In 'communist Manifesto'·
they point out 'In the national struggles of the proletarians of

different countries, tbey point out and bring to the front the

comm6n interests of the entire proletariat, independently of their
(70)
Since thE!!y have no interests separate· and
nationalities•,
( 71)
'
apart from those ·of the proletariat as a wh,ole.
Lenin took the cause of the national self-determination and held 'increased national liberation movement under imperia-.
lism does not mean that social democrats should reject what the
bourgeois call the· utopian struqgle for the freedom of nations to

·.

I

I

secede • but or{ the contrary it should make greater use of the con•
..

(72}

.

. flicts th.at arise in· this sphere too as grounds of mass action.' .
·He supports ·right to self~determinatlon even when that is demanded

by the· bourgeoisie.
Lenin grouped. the countries into three : the
the
advanced capitalist countries of Western Europe and/USA come under
one category, 'eve71y one of these great nations oppresses other
.

.

(73}

nations both in the ·colonies and at the home. •

The second

group, consisted· of Eastern European countries, where it was 1n
the twentieth century that: bourgeois democratic strugglli deve(.74)

loped.

.

.

In the third grt?UP of countries consisting of· semi•

colonial and colonial countries, he focussed, socialists must not
. only demand the unconditional or immediate liberation of the countries but also must render determined suppo·rt to m:»ve revolutionary
..

.

.

.

(75)

elements in the bourgeoisie de100cratic movements.

Later on, .things moved in such
thesis of Lenin· on· self-determination

proportions that the

along with Soviet Russia's

eminence as nation was vehemently criticised·on the ground that
unholy alliance has developed between communism and nation:alisni' •
Stalin, soon confronted wlth certain hard realities, in his struggle
fo·r power, suppor}ed nat-ionalism when it was directed against their
enemy and of conde·mning it· wher, it was directed against the. interest
. . (76)

of the Soviet. union.

..

In his case study, Ouchaeek opines, to

treat nationalism as a class phenomenon is wrong 9 and quotes J<ohn in
hi.s support that '.it was a sentiment· which bound a group of people

.,

'

-66t".ogether irrespective of the·ir cla·ss loyalties.
The declaration. that the \\Urking inan of' all countriit.s
should unite, is yet to be aehiev.ad.

The social.ists of England in.

g·eneral heavily imbued nai;ionalism, Fabians even favoured imperialism and racism •

Bernste.in

favou~ed

extension of political rights

to w:>rkers alongWi th share in national property•
.

.

.

Oswell held 'no

real revolutionary has ever been an internatio~ist •

(77)

T'o Smith;

Afr.o- ~sian scene exhibits 'proliferat-ion of Marxist nationalism and
.

(78)

highly nationalistic Marxtsm.'

.

Both theoretically and practically,the relationship
· between socialism and nationalism has .developed from cool hostility
.

(79)

to· warm liaison even to· the proposals of marr"iage.
Marxists have been able to advance .the ide a o·f

However,

'~atlon',

'nationa-

l ism', national ·'consciousness', 'racialism' and national liberation movement' based

on

class approach.

The. unhealthy distinction~

between the state and nation causing .a lot of problem in .comprehending nationalism, has alSo. been .given good

b~1·the Mar~ists.

Further

more, in one way they also advance the concept of proletarian
internationalism.
E. Political 1\nalysis of Nationalism:
So fiar we have found 'nationalism' as a belief, as an
ideological commitment, for • independence' 'unity'. and 'welfare "of
the people'.

Nation comas as a recognised unit of analysis for

both internal and international politics. .1\s an. ideal, it has· high
malle-ability and as a movement, it has covered the long march from

·~r

-67- ' .·
i t·s elitist ine$ption to its present· mass - perfection and that
·too ·within such a short period.

Different classifications of

nationalism have bean attempted on the rsycholog1cal ~ economic.
historical, sociological and political. grollnds but agreed one is
still due.;

·

What· is common is the· common concern showri by soc.ial

the

sci.entists of all/ bran:ches.

However, wa should also· see how the

concept has been dealt with by the political scientists.
Since nationalism has many face·ts_, it can be appro a-_·
ched in different ways one such int·er:pretation is ju.ridieru. in
n atur.e.

The modern state caine as the supreme law making autho-

rity at the time when the concept of nationalism emerged on the ..
scene.

The narnes of Bodin, 1-bbbes, ·aentham and Austin can be

advanced for the juridical explanation of the st at·e •. The concept
of modern- state and nation came together during the Renaissance
period after the 'end of the Middle Age.

Secularism, sovereignty,

nationalism and deoocracy emerged during the same period.

The

emphasis is given- in poiitical phiiosophy that 'the nation is not
the cause but the result of the state.

It is the state which

.

( 80)

creates the nation not the nation the state.'
Though. nation is distinguished from the state and
there are reasons which can be advanced in support of this view,
.

i

the fact remains that i.t is the state which. absorbs-

most of

the nationalistic appeals. . 'The state is the organic structure
of the nation and the statism and nationalism embody essentially
.

( 81)

same sort of appeals to the erootions and reason of the citizen.'

The doctrine of state absolutism is_ comrn:>nly associated with the creeds of nationalism for it is a nation r·ather th·an
a ruler or government to whom·the eitizen is called to surrender
his individuality.

.Earlier, the state achi·eved its legitimacy

it

·through it.s monarch or religion;

is now legiti~ate- if it is the

embodiment and expression of nation.

The progression, sunmed up,

shows how the basic loyalty has shifted from the stage of the
tribe, the city-state, empire to the nation.

And within that

stage of progression, there is second kind of movement by which
( 82)
the structure and. conception of the politic::al nation has changed.
Writings on nationalism and the state have not
( 83)

linked the two as often as might h;we been expected.

The role

of the state has increased and it had created state tariffs, regulated commerce, banks and insurance and a new group of bureaucrats
and army which distinguish one state form another.

When compared .

with nation, the same attributes also correspond to it.

'The

modern- state and the nation- state are· co-extensive p·hanomena. In
the nodernisation, development and nation building imply the same
( 84)

progranme.

.

~t'

Kohn also' holds· ~it recognises the nation-state
A

(

as an ideal form of political organisation.'
secondly, comes as an idea or
there ts no agree d view.
1

id~ology

85)

Nationalism,

in ·political thinking. but

To some ''nationalism is a set of ideas,

but as they travel trom continent to continent, these ideas add up
less to a political theory_ than to a political rhetoric, a form of
self-expression by which a certain kind of excitement can be commu( 86)

nicated from elite to the masses.'

Nationalism has develop8d

... 69._
linkage with the major ideologies like·, dictatorship and democracy,
conservatism and liberalism, secularism and socialism including.
fascism and communism.

Like its company with" different ideologies

it. is also expressed by different names such as cultural nationadistinc~

l ism, 'religious nationalism, linguistic nationalism' 'a
.

tion wOrth keeping in mind since nationalism is in fact unpredic- . ·
.
.
.
. ( 87)
.
table in its invasions of many area-s of ~oclal life'.
Nat-ionalism is,

gener~lly,

understood in terms of. ideolagy.

disc~.J-"o

'In

ssing nationalism we have been discussing ideology, ·for nationa- ·
.

( 86)

1 ism is an ideolo·gy. '
_Nationalism and Democracy:
Nationalism is inconceiv-able without the ide as of
( 89)
popular sovereignty.
The first cle~r expression of this ideal
occurs during the French Revolution where we read 'only sovereign
.

(90)

is the n~tion and man's first loyalty is to the nation~'

The

revolution brought wi. th it the assertion of sovereignty of people
and the interest of the whole nation got priority in both internal
and external relations of the nations.

The

colle~tive

personality·
'

' ( 91}

of the nation became ·more important than the pa·rticular ruler.
Collective grlevance

of

.the people were never ventilated at· such

a higher level b'efore the emergence of nation.

Liberty, equality

and fraternity became the catchwords of the French Revolution. The
concept that 'men are born free' and 'ertual in rights' got prominence.

The rights were treated natural and 'inal-ienable' as they

:l\

·I

could only safeguard lib,e.rty, 'property' and •.security'. f:tom oppre.

(92}

sston. ·
N.atiohalism and .dernocr~cy are closely related to
. e.ach other.

The right

o·f self-determination

champions democracy.·

'in a nation·alist philosophy ·the free·dom of the nation state is the
supreme freedom, which absorbs ahd .engulfs ••• the freedom of the
(93)
.
.
.
.
. .
.
.
individual.
The prime • starting point is ••• •• that tbe
government must rest upon the consent of' the goverJI\ed, to which the
nineteenth and tweinthieth c·anturies added the assumption thaty
since man is .a national animal, the government to which he will
(94)

give his consent is one representing his own nation'.

'Put

tt,

bankruptcy

.

.

'As Wilson

·.'the central empires had been forced into palitical

becaus;:~~inated
. . .·
(95)

natural right to rule •.

• alien peoples over whom they had no
.
Thus nationalism took the shape of

international democratic movement.
Nationa1ism and Secularism:
Under the Plediev al .empire in the West people failed
to detect clear line between, cultural affairs of the state and
religious life.

The sovereignty of. the state was confused with the

divine rights of the kings•

But with the rise of· the centralised

. sovereign state • ·accompanied by the emergence of new social groups
such as city bu·rghers, secular state officials .a new relationship of
.
.
.
(96)
secular character emerged on the scene.
The loyalty to the
religious coli¥Ilun1 ties was replaced by· the loyalty to the nation.

-71-

Secularism, started to be· counted as an important condition for the
success of democracy..

The secular tradition that has contributed
;

•'

to national synthesis, long drawn from Greece and ··Rome and disco-

became highly influential in the lath cen-

vered in the Renaissance
(97)

· tury Europe.
thus,nationalisin has bee.n added explicitly with the·
idea of 'secular1sm'.
essentially

democr~tic.

Nationalism is essentially secular and

(98)

: ·

In the conflict betwe-en church and

monarchy, after Renaissance, the universalism of church was replaced by national church, religion was claimed to be divorced of poli-.
tics or rather brought under the control of the state.
Nationalism and

Socialism~

The associ,ation of nationalism with socialism is one
of the very important tre'nd·s .of the present- day world.

this has

been true, iwhether the national leader was· Sun»:Yat· Sen in Chinat ·
Mustafa Kamal in

Turkey~

.

.

. ( 99)

Nasser in Egypt or Nehru in -India'.

regard the close connections between the two ideologies.

All

'It is

'

. more appropriate to say ·that mixture of the tWo : nationalism and

( 100}

socialism merely .reflects. the spirit of the day.
The emergence of nationalism is supposed to try for
national regeneration, a call for the development of the· people.
The French stateJ dynamized by the Revolution, abolished the feodal
regime entirely by its decrees of 4th August 1789, interest tariffs
by 1790, standardised weights and measures.

Thus the .notion that·

the
the state ought to serve the nation was very much/contribution· of ·

the Prench.

.The political de·veloprnent, welt are of the people.
This process has reached

emerged as companion of· nationalism.

·the state whare it corresponds to regeneration and vision for '
·. future•

It symbolises the readiness of the individuals under ·the

nation to W()rk for conunon ·purpose.

It stimulates productivity so

that justice and equity is achieved.- . The nation is a sociological
category and not a biological one. ·The needs it serves are social
needs; how to realise aspirations, how to overthrow a rejected
order, how to live together.

But it does not satisfy psycholog1-

cal needs only1 .i.t is alSo a set of demand upon society.
Today, there are many countries which have adopted
non-capitalist path of development.

The concept of ·welfare state

in the non- socialist world denotes a compromise between the extremes
of individualism and socialism.

This approach notes that a poli-

tical system comes into; being to satisfy certain needs para~unt
( 101)

aln)ng which is general welfare.
Apart· from socialism, nationalism!s link is also
established with 'fascism'.
'

Within the nation1 the fascists hold

the elite is superior to others and is entitled to rule them.;
Outside the nation, the elite nation. is entitled to rule other
nations.

( 102)

-73-

;: • .!; .0 N C L U S I 0 .N:

Nationalism as a political ideology strives for
'independence' i.e. the right ·'lilfself•determination, and .tries to
maintain 'unity' and integrity within the t$rri:torial Juris~iction ··
0

Furthermore; nationalism emerged at. a parti..:

f the nation-state .•

cular stage of human development whose· exponents·. were middle class
people.

It has been an extra-'ordinary complex of social, political

economic and intellectual development.

The doctrine of nationalism

· dates back to the French Revolution and has arisen out of the ashes
the
of/Empire. As the ideal of ·the modern age_, it has close relation. ship with majol:"
rism.

~ntemporary

ideologies such as., democracy, secula-

.1\s an ideal it also accomnodated 'the welfare ·of the' people'

as its goal and in order to. achieve that it grew attachment with the.
'welfare state', · '.socialism' and ev.en tcommunism:

Statism and

natiohali.sm convey same ~p·peals to the people in. the modem world.
The modern state and the nation- state are two co-extensive phenomena to a movement.

It

has co.vered the long march from 'elitist'

inception to 'Mass 9 perfection.
international politics,
internationalism~

~nd

Nation is the recognised unit of

so is the movement of nationalism for

Nationalism is quite important but no ·less

important is internationalfsm.

-74-

II: Itlternationalism. : ·

~. COJ'lCe.etual

framewc•rk:

A. Historical GroV~Tt_h_ of t.he Concept of Internationalism:

There are JlUIDerous works on the theory of intern~
· tiona1 relations~ however, 'no ·comprehensive· t.ext axists on the
-

philosophy of. inte·rnational relationst and only fragments on the
..

( 103)

· The structure of intern~

history of thought· in that field.

tional society emerged before the 18th century but sy·stematic
thought on the subji~ctJ is relatively of recent origin.
Though an attempt is made to

tr.=~ce

( 104)

.

link in classical

antiquity and the mention is made of 'universality' of stoics
Greece.

in

By 1648 t·hera was ample evidence that civilization was

rapidly Stlpplanting Christianity as

S~andard

of moral assessment

The emergence of·a post feudal system

of .non-christian states.

of international relations raised a number of crucial questions_,
such as, how were the .new: rulers to behave towards each other, and
what type of .foreign policies should they

purst~e?

this led·

first to the i"iviv.al of 'natur'al law• and the othez:-, the growth of
the modern state.

The fi-rst was

other with Machi.avelli..
1 atgol y se.cul ar

associ.:~ted

with

~\quinas

and .'the .

ln their writings.t emphasis shifted to
. ·.

iritern<~tional

~

(105)

society.

.

.

..

Yet, Machiavelli was

lacking in provid;ing a comprehensive. conception of the new. types

of international relation.·
The Treaty of

W~stphalla

laid the formal basis of
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new international o·rder f'irst,l;Jy terminating wars of relig-ions
occasioned by the R~formation, It fin·cllly removed Pope and Emperor
·on equal footing· and lastl·y it legitimised an inte·rnational order
based on the existence of· independent sovereign 'states.
The present system has eme·rged from the collapse of
the fuedal systems after Rennissance and Reformation, the ·former
laid the foundation of secularisation

of political_.,

whereas

the Reformation se·t in ootion national action of the once universal
( 106) .
concept of chri.stendom.
New means of comnunication and
t.h.e
conunercial revqltJtion shook the foundation leading first toJ modern
·idea of the state and subsequently to the European nation-state
system that was formally institutionalised in the treaty of Westphalia.

..
When· the mo9ern· order emerged in the 16th or 17th

century out of emphasis. of .middle ages the parochial basis of the
nationalism also e·merged.,· ·Outside Empire, France, England,Spain
and later on Austria emerged as modern states, having predominant
·power .of absolute kings.

By

th~

nationalist feeling prevailed in

time of the

~dvanced

~ranch Revblutlon~th~

countries of Europe
..

paving the way. for a new modern international system. · The modern
. system of. inte-rnationalism differed in. its· operation from· all
l .

e arli•?r systems

1

because now onward the relati·onship was formulated
( 107)
only betv.oeen the st.ates ..
Therefore, it was not a coinci.dence .that . ~be spierre
advocated internation-al understanding and co-operation by drafting
a declaration of· international law and submitted it to the National

-7.t,;..

Convention on 24th 1\pril 1793 mentioning· therein : 'Men of all
1 ands are brothers' and 'nations should assist each other', '.No

nation has /the right to interfere in the

administ~;:,tion

of other

nations •

Treaties betv.reen nat ions are sacred and have to be
( 108)
respected'.
France being the modern state, and French Revolu-

t·ion being the pioneer of modern nationalistic movements, also
contributed to· the healthy growth of.· internat.io.nalism.
the.

·After the French Revolution, the critique of/intet~national absolutist syste·m beg·an to gather strength and the emphasis shifted more and more ·from purely political considerations to
the economic .el19ment, and in particular to the system of .mercanta.
· .
.
( lOJ)
.lism generally referred to by its critics as. the 1 Colonial system~
The economics of mer~·ant~lis'r'ri. valued wealth as an i~strument of
power, and that the econOmies of mert:antalism tended to .reinforce
the bellicose tendencies in the politics of absolutism!

The

. obj•~ct of mercantalism was not to improve wealth in order to

i~

prove the material life 6f the nation, but to organise production
in such a manner as to ensure state predominance over other
( 110)

peoples.
lt wa·s taken for granted the1t industrial capitalism
I

'I.Ould alm=>st expa\'d ihdefini tel y i'"l volume of production and
international trade.
Technological break through in the industrial revolution were at the bottom of the major transformation in the inter...
national political system.

The emergence of imperialism led to

.I
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the production of weapon·s for imperialistic war and advocated
extranational expansionism resulting into colonisation of 'froAs ian countries.
However, the development of an everchanging modernity shifted thrust

tow~.rds

freedom, self-determination, libera-

lism and nationalism whi.ch also marched forward.

In all these

categories_,much perhaps most of the \\Qrk was 'transnational in
charactJar reacting across state boundaries and. initiated 'by or
acting upon private individual or groups.

Inevitably the· mer-

chants and shopmasters, the emigrants and enterpren·eurs carried.
their intellectual baggage With them arid the years of developing·
economic interdependance also saw a growing transfer of.
.

(111)

knowl~dge,

.

skills and attitude.
The new scales became visible as the industrial
revolution moved on.

Europeans became

the bankers of the world.

The consequence of the shrinking and the linking of the world,
of increased wealth and increased mobility, the spread of we:stern

education and the groWth of tran;$natie:nal org anisationj extended
·far beyond the political issues of security.

In the early 19th

century students· from Afro-Asian countries started· going to
Europe and by the end of the. century, developed a world ·Wide educational structure, loose and unconducted it is true, but this
opened wide the door of the western

knowledge~

However, not·

since the Rena.issance the Europe had also experienced such· an
important literary and cUltural merg.ing. Together with the
influence of English writers, the translation of Russian authors

in English, the Germanization of Shakespeare, dominance of Italian
and French composers,

philosophy and art, along with

E~stem

literatu.,...e,. philosophy and art, made a world _culture in the shape
of emergence of 19th century high co·s·inopoli tan cha·racter·.
An ev·ant of·· ·~:--- supreme historical importance of

t.he twentieth century, ls the coll.apse of colonial _system as a
result of the many· years or national liberat-ion struggle. Equ·all y
important is the fact that the fundamental change has taken pl.ace
in the global alignment (rom the disarray of the old mechan-ism
which imperialism had used for decades..
( 112)
shift in human history.

It is a qualitative

the JTib st st_riking qualitative change came with
rapid increase in iritordependf:tnca among nations.

The V«)rld- enarqy

crisis, food crisis, the population explosion, hijacking, the
traffic in drugs, protection. of. the world environment are the few
problems apart from the m.sjor problem of Yiorld security, which
require international solu'tion.
·In analyti-cal terms, the frontiers of national
politics havedisappeared •.

Every explosion of political, economic,

or social force w:ithin :this closed system
all frontiers o£ the globe.

in~vitably

radiates to

No part of the globe can be politi-

cally deemed to be undesirable or strategically unimportant.
.
.
.
(113)
Every state is in some way relevant to every other state.
~fter

the Second World War, the emergence

of a

·~79.;.

1 arge numb·er of st:ates as. politically independent entities infused in them a feeling of deprivation in the existing international socio-aeontimic· and· political system mainly because the
economic ~e"'els of these cot.:.antries ·being controlled by. the dave•
Out of this emerg·ed the. genuine need· for

loped countries.

interdependence culminating in the emergence of the concepts of
Group of 77, the "south" the "Third World" and the "Non-aligned
World".

The.

dependency par·adigm assumes that

underdevalop~nt

in the periphery or the: developing tount.rie s is the result of
dev·elopment in the capitalist countries.

Hence, development of

t·he developtng countries requires ceassation of relations with·
the capitalist

world~

·

Ad,Jocates of the. WJrld system theory believe that
the demand for the Now International Economic Order is justified.
A balanced development in the North as well as in the. South is the
prereouisi te for a congenial v.t>rld system.
All the-se brought a sense of feeling of interdependance among the developing countries as a conunon understanding requiring for
.

Ct _commo~

platform ..

.

B. International Organisation:
Ever since the conclusion of I. T • 1J. in 1860s and
U.p. S. US in 1870s a Web of international technical, economic and
political organis-ation have· emerged. the globalisatioh of problems since 1945 hilS brought about a considerable transformation

-QQ..·

in

(-114)

towards intern a-

the attitude of national governments

t ional institutions.
The First World War started
)Squabble

over a purely European··

engulfed the who.le of the world..

International peace

and security became the concern of the whole world and for the
satisfaction of these pressing needs, the Leac.:Jue of Na·tions was
established.

definite political conception evolved out of the

1\

vapour. internationalism ,ofe arly times.

1

The 1eague of Nations'

implied a new ideal, for, now not the brotherhood of man or the.
unity of the workers in Socialist lnternational catches the
imagination, but a \\\Jrld in .which the nations directly prom:>te
..

(115)·

peace in the organisation o·f their foreign relations.
1eague was ·not a state., nor. was it. a supel"-state.

.

The

It was an

organised association of sove:reign states, created by a treaty; a·

It had

Confederation world-wide, in scope..

a

legal personality, it

owned property, had a treasury _and a budget of its o\\n.

But it

had no territory no citizens or subjects, no army, na\ly or police.
The League· was give·n: the historic mission of elimi( 116)
nating war - but not the', means by which to accomplish· that mission
and hence failed t.o arrest the outbreak of the Second World War.
'The U.N. with all that it represents and embodies and

more

so With

all its moral potential, is an immense. achi.evement of the progre.

.

( 117)

ssive forces of the world.'

f-bwever, the establishment.of

the collective· security was made
after the Second World War'.

th~

task of the League of Nations,

The u. N. 0 has been entrusted with

,

I'-···,

-61the same job and has been successful in averting the world war
till now.

the 'World has

entered such a phase where the most

explicit and "articulate section' of a large body of conventional
wisdom favour the import·ant role of international organisation.
The modern technology of ·communications, indu.stry, welfare as well
.

.

as the growth of· e·conomic, ecological and. social problems on a
.
.
( 118)
regional and global level pre·sent irre·sistible pressures towards
i.n'bern~tional

co-operation and ultimate political unity •. So

supranational organisational de·cision making system has been the
need of the time.

The -membership of the newly independent Afro-

Asian states under: the

u. N. has changed the character of the

international organisation..
international

One of the main functionS of the

organisflt~on

is to 'ntJrture .ctnd play upon man's
( 119)
co-operative arad socialable instincts to conflict.'
International. organisation is the agency through

which integration of the World society is expected.

The plura-

lists find for political, economic, and. moral change the
cation of the increased role of international

justifi~

or~anisations

restricting the sovereignty of t.he nation-state.

by

They insist upon

the •comrrunity of states'. leading to the integration of the world
society.
On the other hand,the functionalists const;ltute the
most explicit and articulate section of a large body of t:•Rv•atiaiJuik
conventional wisdom about international organisation.
nalists stand for supranattonal decision making system.

New functioAs an

I

r·

operative

philosophy they' plead for a peaceful, unified and co-

operati'Ve w6rld.
But the federalists o!fer the clearest alternative

to the present international system based on formal legal approach
providing a blue print ·seeking to ·substitute world order by '\\{)rld. federation'.

the 'JIX:lrld feder·ation with a central authority

'.having force will enable the world to remain free from scourge of,
war.

The theory of interna·t ion al relation5 is still in
infancy and when a thaory is in its infancyt
. .

(120)

difficult to be sure it ls there at all'.

·

'it is, sometimes.
.

Surveying the. theories

of international politics, as we find them in text books. it
appears that much of the current thought can be described as
.
( 121) '
.
. .
'Utopian'.
The. world, it is said, is becoming small conflicts are becoming

unimportant~

national economics.

World trade is superseding

A worl:d literature is taking the place of

national literature.

National sovereignty is becoming outmoded.

International organisations are multiplying.
nonsense of

'

natio~st

Soon the antiquated

ates.· and national government will go into

.

.,

(122)

museum of recent archaelogy.

.

There are also pessimisbwho

envisage tho world as a large battleground, a period of extreme
i.

danger..

,.

There are 'mixe0-:-upfopiast where picture of ever-increasing

unity is projected for one's own camp and .prophesing the crack and
chances of another camp being destroyed in terms of comnunist and
non-communist world.

However, this dichotomy has. already dis·appea-

-83red from the world· scene.
Having read the·se arguments not once, but many times,
( 123)
it seems safe to predict we shall read them many times in future.
ldeally a student

of international phenomena should have all

extensive grounding in international

history~

politics and culture,.

since the unifying theme is the humanistic concept of politics.
Polities blends the·affairs of the people. acting as individuals,
·groups nations, ·alliances, emp-ires, and trans-national and international organisations, seeking to maximise "the collective wellbeing.

Further, any understariding o( international and domestic

politics should assume that .international and domestic politics are
not necessarily separate anti ties but inter-related levels of
political activity each of which affects others.

In a world of

increasing interdependance· domestic and international variables
( 124)
fuse so closely.
f-ence there is need for a
con.ception that
of cosmopolitanism and a revised principle of state-autonomy based
on· the justice of a state's domestic instittJtions and a principle
( 125)
of international distributive justice.

c.

Idealistic

~~terp~etation

of Internationalism:

As to interpretation of international state of
affairs, three gro~ps of thinkers namely 'Idealis-t"!
and 'Behaviouralists' can be traced.
the field of thought
Prevailing

. , 'Realists'

1-b'Never, internationalism in

generally, has taken the form of idealism.

schola~ship»

after the First World War, adopted an

essentially legalistic, moralistic (i .. e,. idealistic). approach, and
looked upon war as both an accident and sin, accident because of

.-84-

absence of international institutions .and sin, for it ·revealed the
de~rkest

side of the human nature.

humanism.

It was based on liberalism and

Unfortunately, this era of liberalism did not last and

the expansionist policy of Germany ih the 1930s undermined the
idealist search, and effo:rt.s for a rational, legal, v.orld ord~r
shattered leading to the Second World War.
With the rise :of the natiC'n-states, there emerged
the idea and ideal of a system of enual, free and self-determining
nationalities, all being pe-acefully side by side in harmonious
mutual relations..

Idealist nationalism amalgamated pacifist humani-

tarian elements with liberal democratic elements.

Internatio·nal

movement.s, expressive of internationalism, such as Puritan Revolution, French Revolution, Bolshevfc Revolution,· turned worlcf.-embra. ( 126) .
cing development.
D. Realism:

A new generation of scholars, knoWn as 'Realists;

rejected the previously dominant legalistic and moralistic guidelines arguing that policies based on power could afford a semblance
of global security since the 1930s.

They regard international rel a-

t ions to be a subdivision of political science and philosophy with
unique features.

rro

them the discipline of international relations

comes as nearly anarchic relations existing amonq sovereign political entities, recognising no suprema .intern.ational judge, ·resorting

t6

thro~t

or

~s~

cif force. or outriqht war in order to preserve or

protect their interests• · They posit international relations as the

·-85;...

study of: disorder.
Hayes, explaining the nature of realism; .explains:
'There is_still another very important element, the supplanting of
the intellectual and cultural vogue of romanticism by what conven·tionally has been called 'realism'.

This realism has been the

product of novel factors absorption in the mechanical and utili tar ian aspects of the industrial revolution, admirat.ion for the
'practical. man' of 'big industry' and 'big· finance'; acceptance
of a 'mechanistic theory of the universe' and of a 'materialist
interpretati~n of

human behaviour'; interest iri sociology, with

its 'laws of society' and its fact finding inquests, distrust of
human reason and

trust in pragmatism and human will; adaptation

of the ·biological hypothesis of Darwin to support such conceptions
as the 'inequality of t•aces' • the '·struggle for existence', and
'survival of the .fittest'.; enthusiasm for Nietzsche's 'red blooded
.
.
( 127)
ttend~ and for his superman.'
A.fter ·the Second World WClr, the Realist School
criticised predecessors for being too idealistic, moralistic and
legalistic in their research or policy.

Al tr.ough realists have

raised many criticisms there is one basic flaw in their argument.
By overemphasing their idea that the world is an immoral and
I

.

lawless place unwittingiy they mig~t bring about a f-bbbesian world
of 'might makes riqht' which they premusably and ideally have
1 iked to avoid.

If we want to achieve an ethical and lawful

world order, our conduct ought to co·nform to our own ethical and

If we donot respect our oV'm values we can
( 128)
·hardly expect other's totake them seriously.
ieqal principles.

Froin Machiav·elli and David Hunie to E. H. Carr and

Hams .J. Morgenthau; power, has· been an ·important variable in inter. national politics.

Lasswell,. Kaplan. bring the watershed between

the older iritui tive and ambiguous treatments of power and the
clari:ty and principles .of more recent discussion.

'The frequent

predicting hasbeen noted so often by schol.ars' •••
1-bw is it
{ 129)
that weak powers influence the strong.
A100ng the associates,
of Re~list school-, are Max Weber, C~:lrr, Morgenthau Schuman,Spykman,
Reinhold, Nichbuhr, Wafers Thompson.,;Kissinger and others.

They

see politics ··as the struggle for power, to them adoption of legalistic, moralistic ahd even ideological behaviour in politic's tend
to run contr.=tdi ctory to the forces of nature and to result either ·

in pacifism ar

rlefeRtism~

To the ide.alists, tho realist max-:hriss appear morbid,
reactionary, cynical, and quite oft't:n self-serving.
includ1~

I·dealists

pacifists; world federalists, hurnani tarians, l•:1g.=tlists and

moraiists.

This school iS identified with· great· names such a·s

Henry de 5;'1int, Simon, William Lad, Mahatma Gandhi, Richard Cobden
Aldous Huxley, Woodrow Wilson, Bertrand Russell and Margaret
( 130)
;
.
·Meade-.
We should also take· note of the fact· that practising
politicians, unlike, political science scholars, frequently employ
idealistic rhetoric like, a good political person does not do what
is possible; rather he does what is good.

He provides for the

good,lifa involving justice, obedience to legitimate r..1les and

J::

-mrespect for his fellow beiriqs both within and outside the country.
·Idealists disagree with the realists in their belief in power
politics, furthermore, they assent man has the capacity to learn,
charge and control his behaviour, civilization means learning to
co-exist, operating under fair 1 aws.
·c atagorised between

1

Political activities are

politics of violence' versus the 'politics. of

persuasion' and the l~tter may be referred to as the politics of

logic, of morality, of co-operation and interdepenqance.

E. Behaviouralism:
In the mid -

1950s, there emerqed the third school

of thought which :rejected both the 'realist' and the 'idealist'
trarlitions, claiming themselves as 'behaviourali.st'.

They con·sider

international rel·ations to be too broad and a complex. field.·

They

take international relations to be an inter-disciplinary field,
apply empirical method, employing quantitative techniques and
model-buildings.

Some Social

Scic~ntists

such as Deutsch, Kaplan,

and Rosen have advanced tentative hypothesis.

'Thus fa~ the

scientific school has produced 'more promise than performance'.
~lthough

the behaviouralists have thus far offered the political

science community sophisticated research-tools taken from other
social sciences also a body of 'pretheory' tha·t tends itself to
testing and verification procedures, their m~in contribution has
.
(131)
been the leadership of the methodological revol·.Jtion.
Thera. are some problems inherent if an analyst
arquas that politics is anything that humen demonstrate it to be,
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then he or she equates ,Politics with all possible co-op_erative or
conflictive behaviour, in other words, all human interaetio·n. There
is precious 1ittie interactive behaviour that can be left out of
this catchful definition.

This is ·per:haps to ignore the essence of

_good politic-s, which is peace:rul- and dignified co-existence, peace'ful and equitable regulation· of competition, peaceful and equitable

redistribution of \...ealt,h .and status - in short, peaceful and just
( 132)
change.
In the last

arialysis~

for the scientists to assume

the incorruptibility of fellow scien·tistsJ is to enter into the
idealist school of thought.

The theoretically oriented student of

international relations faces seri~us probl~ms some of which· can
· never be overcome because they are part of the human conditions.
-The theorists -in international relationship do not enjoy an abstract, impersonal relationship with the object of his study. Personal involvement, charact-eristic of the data, and the very nature of
the process of acquiring knowledge combine to make the formulation-("133)
of theory very difficult.
Howev-er, the emphasis in_ the behavioural approach is· always on suggesting that human- behaviour
should be systematically observed and gener-alisations rooted in and
supported by empirical evidences·should be formulated and tested
and retested by the scientific methodo

The subject of interna-

tional relat-ions is such that no sinqle method could be cohe.sive.
The debate betwaen the classical school represented by Hadley Bull_,
favouring the idealist/traditional method and tho scientific
school represented by tJorton Kaplan_, uoholding the necessity of

-(~-

modern scientiFic tools and techniaues, has thus been reconciled
by David .Singer that the subject of international relations needs
philosophy and ihtuitlon with scientific precision.
F. Pluralism:
The four approaches : pluralism, functionalism,
nee-functionalism and fed~ralism, try to explain the state of
affairs prevailing under the international system to explain
integration in the international society.
Pluralism is identified with the circumvention,
reduction or abolit.ion of the Sovereign power of ·the state on the
ground of diplomatic, e·cononii.c and social
-states.

exchang~

between nation·

The sovereignty is further restrained by membership of

nations under international organisation.

Their aim is 'commu-

nity of states' leading to the integration of the world-society.
The absolute sovereigntyis taken to be obsolate.

At root.the

term merely denotes superiority and sovereignty is absolute only
. .

(134)

in case of a po,\rerful country ..
The pluralists insisted on moral, political and

economic change within the states and need for improved inter-·
action bet"Ween

~he

states to solve their problems peacefully and .
'

co-exist in a stable harmon.ious system of sovereign entities.
G. Federalism:

Philosop·hically the· federalists perhaps have most
in comrnon with the pluralists.

Federalism, as a branch of

idealism, argues that the basis of the centralised and legitimate
force is necessa:ry at global level to deter individual actors in

a given society from the breaking of rules that guarantee collec. tive co-existen.ce without sacrificing fun.dc!mental individual
rights. · The world federation with a central authority having
force at its .disposal will enable the :world to remain free from
scourge of:: lnternation:al war and many of its derivative civil wars.
. f:

;

'

In a. wdrld
of independent states war is inevitable
f
because change is inavi table but the 'M'>rld also needs peace more
than ever and hence age old dream 'that there might be something
1 arger than

th~

s·tate, and. that the· state might therefore be
( 135 )'

subordinate rather than independent.'

It i.s t"'fuite true that

a review of current events and trends might throw a variety of
indications that the projected state- centric view fails to meet
the .demands.
. Political civilisation has continued with multiplicity of independent states' common ori9in of the mankind which
suggests higher loyalty~.

The loyalties can be recorfciled and the

'

tension can be ended onfy by constructing a single political
sup-ra-n at ion al state.

lndoing soJ the f!ederalist approach

relies on the formal legal approach presenting peace plan or constitutional fralnework.

For federalist scholars, integr·ation is an

end product rather than a process.

Following succe.ssful applica- .

t).on of federalism in the united states it became

a blue

print for

well-meaning scholars to substitute world order for the uncertainty

-91-·
and disorder of w~r and t~e·international bal~nce.
the federalists appear to offer the clearest and
the strongest alternative to the present sat-up, but as the
international society is composed of heterogeneous states and
they differ very much on the fundamentals, it is very difficult
i£ not impossible to achieve it.

On the otherhand, it would be

wrong to assume that· the gradual world federation is impossible·
because of the ~orld·' s. div·ersity.
government. in
then there

u.s~A.

and

u.s. S.R.

'If e.xperiments in federal
can continue. with. some su.ccess

is

no reason as to why global federal arrangements may
( 136)
not some day have the opportunity to develop.
H. Functionalism:
The two schooJ s of British and French functionalism

gr~w

out of cri t.icisms leveled at mercantalism as well as out of

the writings of enlightenment concerning international absolutist
system.

Banking over

th~

literature of criticism they also pro;..

v ided some constructive thinking about the future of international
relations •. They helieve·d firmly in the 'harmony of interests'
. within the state and saw no reason why· that not profitably be extended to the international sphere.

They claim t[temselves to be

'realist'.
The classical age of British
about the 1840s.

the

function~lism

began

Affected by/French Revolution and Industrial

Revolution Cobdon, Bri9ht 11 J. s. Mill and Green argued for nonintervention, and free-trade as essentially and mutually rein-

forcing ingredients ·of
( 137J
tions.

a

pacific system of intern.at.ional rela-

More and more the state in

~ts

old form was per-

ceived as stationary and outmoded in a rapidly chang-ing society
and in adaptation to the newly emerqinq conditions.

David

Mitrain ( 1888-1975) came to realise that a number of useful functions on the par1:- of t·he state co.uld be applied. to international
relations~

To hiril 9 the post-World War II situations came as

culmination of functionalism.

International political divi-

sions were to be overlaid with a 'spreading Web' of such inte!'-state agencies, .in which, and thro1Jgh which, the interests and
1 ife of all countries would be in~e·grated.

Ihtern ational system

of welfare resting on inter-state welfare institutions would
.
( 138)
.·
.
eve·ntually prov·~ successful.
E. H. can;- also advocated on
this line introduction of functionalism as a means of satisfying
·the world's economic neerls, leaving the state inta.ct as the
.
( 139)
printipal focus of prilitical loyalty.

st.

Simon (1760..1826), August Comte,(l798-1857)·

also developed the idea of internationalism.
amo~nted

Simon's ideas
( 140)
to np less thah a theory of scientific universalism. ·

Industrialism, to him, was a social system with an international
dimension and hence· no individual country could proceed without
col) aboration with others.

Comte, a follower of Simon, became

the foLJnder of the philosophical school of positivism.

fit consi-

dered that the data of history, properly interpreted, could provide the means of making predict ions and as such a contribution

I

~

·towards paaea by

putting an end to the struqgle of man Vs man.

I-S

sugqested that free enterprise was a temporary phase and the
suprema directinq force • 1'".10mogeneous class' would eventual! y control all countries of the world.

'It is still early, and

Comte' s vision of. tl'"u~ genesis of a world wide technological mana( 141)
gerial society rnay well come true· in the long run.
Writes
Park in son.

His hint was to forget the political difference and to

concentrate on the solution of technical t>roblems for ·integration
as the unity of the world remained in the unity of world thought •
. Briefly, these ideas reflect a near consensus that
the modern technology, of communications, industry, welfare, the
growth of economic, ecological and social problems on a regional
and global scale present irrestible pressures towards interna( 142)
-tio.nal co-operation and ultimate po.ii tical_ unity.
These
theorists take the state as the chief
nisation for human welfare.

barrier to rational orga-

'Nations r·emain the focus of men's

irrational dysfunctional and often destructive emotions.

As such,

they CIDuld be attacked directly, but can be rendered harmless
gradual1y if welfare needs are arranged through the continuous
.
( 143)
development of common activities and interests across them.'
I. Ne'O Functionalism:
Both pluralism. and functionalism represent traditions but new functionalist approach emphasises the fact that
'political integration comes about less th:cough pressures from
functional i"'edds or

techncillogicill change as such and more through

the interaction of political forces, interest groups, parties,
.

.

. governments intetnation:al agencies - which seek to exploit these
.
.
( 144)
.
'
'
pressures in pursuit of their own interests.'
to the func•
tionalists, the s·tate was. barrier but to the nee-functionalists,
. ( 145)
inter'action of the state "VJciS re11uired to a limited. extent.·
New functionalists stand for supra-national decision· making system, growth of .central institutions through forward
linkage, the state, the supra-national state is also the aim of
federalism.
The technological, economic and social forces have
transformed the world is truism but whether it will lead to a
global political unity only the time will prove.

l-bwev_er, the

patterning of relations in global politics is moving towards some

.

{

form o·f integration.

r·t is· uncertain how quickly this movement

will proceed or which values and interests will predominate, but
the realities of transition beyond the state-system seems almost
('146)
irresistible.
Neo-functionalists view integration as a process as
well as outcome.

They prefer to emphasise co-operative decision·

making processes and el ita attitudes in order to assess the progress towards

inte~rati6n.

J. I.!'ltegration:

The four approaches, pluralism, functionalism, neofunctionalism, and federalism, as theories of analysis of inter-

--95-

national relations\' are .s'o different that one is encouraged to ask.
the question, if inte9ration theory has any central Core of actions,
.
(147)
themes or hypothesis...
one sh~uld not have to choose among these
approaches to the study of integration. because the genesis· o{ political units of national, regional or global level is too complex a
phenomenon to be left to any mettod or conceptual approach.

The

recommendations and findings of federalists, conrnunication analysts
and new-functionalists should therefore be considered as useful
. ( 148)
steps in the ladrler of understanding.
To him,communication
leads to co-operation; co-operation leads to negotiation and

neg~

tiation leads to integration.
F'urthermore, the concept of integration should be
reserved only for peaceful political unification.

The regional

organisations can be conveniently divided into: regional defence
organisations; economic organisations or functio~al organisations;.
Hybrid organisations containing elements of both political and
economic and occasionally military and cultural co-operation. Since
World War II advances in technological fields as transportation and
communication have promoted commercial links among states.

Our. era

is one of the growth,.inequality and increasing interdependance.
In this are a.~ integration comes as an instrument.ality
of the modern· multi-·state system, sees it very broadly as method
and form of

c~operation

among nations for many purposes based

where institutions are set up through which joint decisions can 'be
arrived at.

Kaplan's view of integrative proces.s, in the inter-

national system, compliments and indeed resembles with plural.i.st

( 149)

view.

It grants so,me autonomy. to the state expecting respon-

siveness in catering to ;:the needs of the people.
Cone) ns)o n. ~
To sum up, pluralism insists upon conimunity of

----

states, probability of conflict resolution, self-sustaining growth
of interdependgt.pce, increase in capacity for decision

making~

social learning through communications and interaction between
'elite' and 'mass·•.

Functionalism·advocates administrative net'*

work responsible to corrmunity needs, rlegrees of 'fit' between the
structure and the functions; need satisfaction, reluctant co-oper·ation to solve economic and technological problems for state.

NeYi

functional ism stands for' supra-national decision making system,
growth of central. institutions through

.~forward-linkage •

states,

supra-national state is the aim of federalism where there. will be.
distribution of power anq this will be achieved through constitutional revolution, ·dramatic ·distribution of power.

Another

approach by Deutsch, known as Communication approach, seeks to
measure process of integration by watching the flow of international transactions in trade, tourists, letters .and imigrants.
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